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Abstract. A time-dependent density matrix renormalization group method
with a matrix product ansatz is employed for explicit computation of non-
equilibrium steady state density operators of several integrable and non-integrable
quantum spin chains, which are driven far from equilibrium by means of
Markovian couplings to external baths at the two ends. It is argued that even
though the time evolution cannot be simulated efficiently due to fast entanglement
growth, the steady states in and out of equilibrium can be typically accurately
approximated, with the result that chains of length of the order of n ≈ 100 spins
are accessible. Our results are demonstrated by performing explicit simulations
of steady states and calculations of energy/spin densities/currents in several
problems of heat and spin transport in quantum spin chains. A previously
conjectured relation between quantum chaos and normal transport is re-confirmed
with high accuracy for much larger systems.
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1. Introduction

A detailed understanding of the properties of strongly interacting many-particle quantum
systems represents one of the major challenges of theoretical physics. Even for one
spatial dimension (1D) and local interactions, very little is known about physics at high
temperature, out of equilibrium, or for long real time evolution.

Quite recently, several original ideas emerging from the quantum information theory
on the issue of entanglement in many-particle systems [1] resulted in very useful efficient
techniques for the ‘classical’ simulation of quantum many-particle systems [2]. Even
though most versions of these methods can be re-interpreted in terms of the density
matrix renormalization group [3] (for an excellent review see [4]) and its time-dependent
generalizations [5, 6] they bring in a conceptual simplification: namely, they represent the
quantum many-body states in terms of the so-called finitely correlated states [7] which
can be written in terms of matrix products, the so-called matrix product states (MPS).
Similarly, the matrix product operator (MPO) ansatz can be used to describe density
operators of mixed states [8, 9]. These ideas have been further developed by treating
periodic boundary conditions [10], two-dimensional and higher lattices [11], translationally
invariant systems [12, 13], and generalizing the MPS ansatz to tensor tree networks
describing critical models [14]. For an extensive review, see [15].

However, most of these ingenious numerical methods turned out to be effective
only for calculation of the ground states, low temperature equilibrium states, or time
evolved states for short time or starting from particular (e.g. few-‘quasi-particle’, or
locally excited) initial conditions (see e.g. [16]). The calculation of asymptotic time
evolution in the thermodynamic limit, and the properties of non-equilibrium steady states
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(NESS), remains notoriously difficult due to typical growth of bipartite entanglement
in generic non-integrable systems and consequent exponential growth of the dimension
of the relevant many-particle Hilbert space [17]. Therefore, the regularity to quantum
chaos transition is manifested in the difficulty of classical simulation of quantum many-
body dynamics [17]; see also [18]. Even though promising analytical techniques based
on Fock spaces of operators have been developed recently in terms of which one can
access NESS and relaxation properties of certain open integrable quantum many-body
systems far from equilibrium [19, 20], for generic non-integrable systems one still needs
to rely on more or less sophisticated ‘brute force’ methods limited at present to 20–
30 1/2 spins (or qubits, fermions) in 1D. For such small systems it is often difficult or
impossible to conclude on asymptotic thermodynamic properties due to considerable finite
size effects.

In this paper we shall put forward a hypothesis that NESS of certain open 1D systems
can be efficiently simulated in terms of the MPO ansatz.

Our idea is based on the following arguments. It has been shown rigorously that the
ground states of several interacting many-particle systems in 1D can be written in terms
of MPS (for example, the so-called valence bond states [21]). Later, it was shown [22]–[24],
using the arguments of conformal field theory, that ground state entanglement entropy of a
finite block of size n in any non-critical (gapped) system in 1D saturates with n, whereas
for critical (non-gapped) systems the growth of the entanglement entropy is at most
logarithmic in n. This result immediately implies that an efficient MPS representation of
the ground states in 1D should exist, with the dimension of the parameterizing matrices
saturating or growing not faster than polynomially with the system size n. A similar
‘strong efficiency’ result can be claimed for thermal states [25]. The defining equation for
NESS of an open quantum system can be written as a ‘right ground state’ of a certain
non-Hermitian quantum Liouville master operator [19]; hence NESS can be thought of as a
kind of non-normal ground state in the Liouville space. This means that the entanglement
of NESS, treated as an element of the Hilbert space of operators, can be relatively weak
for a wide class of (non-integrable) problems even though the operator space entanglement
of generic operators is much stronger (e.g. of the ‘excited’ eigenstates of Liouville master
operator, i.e. decay modes). If this intuition is correct, then NESS should be simulated
in terms of the MPO ansatz for systems considerably longer than 30 spins (at present).

In the present work we are going to test the MPO method on NESS calculation for
different 1D systems, integrable and chaotic, as well as normal and ideal conductors. In
particular, we shall focus on the problem of diffusive versus ballistic spin/heat transport
in spin chains. There have been basically two approaches to quantum transport. The first
one uses the linear response formalism, calculating equilibrium time correlation functions.
In that approach one studies purely Hamiltonian systems, i.e., without any external
baths, either directly (see e.g. [26]–[33]), or in terms of conformal field theory [34], or
the quantum Monte Carlo method [35]. For exact calculations, spin chains of sizes up
to n = 28 are achievable using a microcanonical finite temperature Lanczos method [31].
For a discussion of the applicability of the Green–Kubo formalism see [36]. The second
approach proceeds via direct simulation of out-of-equilibrium system coupled to the baths,
usually using a master equation [37]–[44], solving it by either numerical integration,
diagonalization, or the Monte Carlo wavefunction approach. Using these methods one
can study chains of up to n = 20 spins [41, 44].
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Using the MPO approach for solving the master equation proposed in the present
paper we can calculate NESS of ∼100 spins. Even though we are at present unable to
give a precise statement about the efficiency of the method for general NESS (for an
exception due to exact solvability see [20]), the MPO approach should nevertheless prove
very useful in studying out-of-equilibrium quantum many-body phenomena.

In section 2 we outline our numerical algorithm of computation of NESS in terms of the
MPO ansatz as a time-asymptotic solution of the quantum (Lindblad) master equation.
We also describe in detail efficient models of the baths used in our calculations. In
sections 3 and 4 we discuss our numerical results for NESS and their transport properties in
several integrable and non-integrable models of quantum spin chains, whereas in section 5
we summarize our findings and conclude.

2. The master equation

The most general completely positive trace preserving flow can be written in the form of a
Lindblad equation [45] (see [46] for a comprehensive review on completely positive flows):

d

dt
ρ = i[ρ, H ] + γ

∑

k

([Lkρ, L†
k] + [Lk, ρL†

k]) (1)

(setting � = 1) where H is the Hamiltonian, generating the unitary part of the
evolution, Lk are Lindblad operators, and γ is some overall bath-coupling strength
parameter. Formally, the solution of the linear Lindblad equation can be written as
ρ(t) = exp (L̂t)ρ(0), where L̂ is a Liouvillian super-operator corresponding to the right-
hand side of the Lindblad equation (1).

2.1. Matrix product operators and simulation of time evolution

We are going to simulate the time evolution under the Lindblad equation by using the
MPO formulation. For a chain of n 1/2 spins, the density matrix ρ can always be expanded
over all possible products of local Pauli operators which form a basis of the 4n-dimensional
Hilbert space of operators,

|ρ〉 =
∑

s

cs|σs〉, (2)

where we use the shortened notation σs = σs1
1 · · ·σsn

n , s ≡ s1, . . . , sn, and si ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},
with σ0 = 1I, σ1 = σx, σ2 = σy, σ3 = σz. A lower index in the Pauli operators, for instance
l in σs

l , will always denote a position l ∈ {1, . . . , n} of the spin on which it operates. In the
MPO ansatz, the expansion coefficients cs are represented in terms of 4n D ×D matrices
Asi

i , i = 1, . . . , n, as

cs = tr (As1
1 · · ·Asn

n ). (3)

The propagator exp (L̂t) is implemented within the MPO formalism in small time steps of

length τ (in our simulations τ = 0.05). We decompose the Liouvillian as L̂ = L̂1+L̂2, with

the condition that all the terms grouped within each L̂ν , ν = 1, 2, mutually commute.
For example, L̂1 contains the terms with the interactions between the second and the
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third spin, the fourth and the fifth spin, and so on, while L̂2 contains the interactions
between other pairs, whereas the corresponding one-body terms are distributed evenly
between L̂1 and L̂2. For each small time step we use the Trotter–Suzuki formula,
exp (L̂τ) =

∏
k exp (αkL̂1τ) exp (βkL̂2τ)+O(τp), with an appropriate scheme having either

p = 3 or 4, depending on the required accuracy. The MPO representation of a density
matrix ρ is exact only if the matrix dimension D of a matrix As

l at the lth site is equal to
the number of non-zero Schmidt coefficients

√
λj for a bipartite splitting of a super-ket

|ρ〉 to the first l sites, denoted by A, and the remaining n − l sites, denoted by B,

|ρ〉 =
∑

j

√
λj |ξA

j 〉|ξB
j 〉, (4)

with orthogonal vectors |ξA
j 〉 and |ξB

j 〉. Squares of the Schmidt coefficients, λj, ordered
as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0, are nothing but the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix.
The inner product is defined by 〈α|β〉 = tr (α†β)/2n. Since the maximal number of
non-zero Schmidt coefficients is usually exponentially large in n, one truncates the exact
representation by keeping only a small fraction of largest

√
λj. An error made in such

a truncation is given by a sum of truncated λj [47]. As a rough estimate of a minimal
needed matrix dimension D one can use the Von Neumann entropy of a super-ket defined
as S� = −

∑
j λj log2 λj , also called the operator space entanglement entropy (OSEE) (for

an earlier definition in a different context see [48]). In terms of the coefficients cs, OSEE
can be expressed as

S� = − tr A(R log2 R), R = 〈ρ|ρ〉−1 tr B|ρ〉〈ρ|, (5)

where, again, a subscript A denotes the first l sites and B its complement. Writing the
expansion coefficients cs as a 2l×2n−l-dimensional matrix CsA,sB

= csAsB
, the matrix R (5)

is given by R = CCT/ tr (CCT). OSEE is a measure of an entanglement of a super-ket
|ρ〉 which, however, is a quantity essentially different from the entanglement of a mixed
state represented by the density operator ρ. Also, OSEE is different from the ordinary
von Neumann entropy of ρ. For instance, OSEE either saturates or grows logarithmically
with time in an integrable transverse Ising model [49] or in the Heisenberg XXZ model in
a random magnetic field [50], it saturates or grows linearly with n in NESS of an open XY
spin chain [20], and it saturates or grows logarithmically with the inverse temperature for
generic thermal states [25].

2.2. Physics and implementation of the baths

Let us say a few words about the details of our implementation of Markovian baths, that
is of a non-unitary part L̂B of L̂, involving Lindblad operators Lk, L̂Bρ = γ

∑
k([Lkρ, L†

k]+

[Lk, ρL†
k]). In our case—as our goal is to simulate many-body coherent transport in one

dimension—the baths, i.e., the Lindblad operators Lk, will act only at the two ends of
a 1D chain. More precisely, they will act just on the first and the last spin for a single-
spin bath, or just on the first two and the last two spins for a two-spin bath. For a
single-spin bath, we put L̂B as part of L̂1 as it commutes with all the other terms, so
in the corresponding Suzuki–Trotter propagator, exp (L̂Bτ) factorizes out. Our choice

of Lk will be such that L̂B will have a single non-degenerate eigenvalue equal to 0 with
the corresponding eigenvector ρB being a local equilibrium state, i.e. a direct product of
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thermal states of (each of) the edge spins, or the pairs of the edge spins. Furthermore, due
to the stability of completely positive dynamics, it is desirable for all other eigenvalues
L̂B to have negative real parts1.

As a consequence, ρ(t) will for sufficiently long time converge to NESS, ρ∞ =

limt→∞ exp (L̂t)ρ(0) of the entire spin chain, if we are starting from a generic initial
state ρ(0) having a non-zero overlap with ρ∞. Due to the ergodicity of the internal
coherent dynamics generated by the Hamiltonian H , we assume: (i) the resulting NESS
ρ∞ will be unique, i.e. independent of the details of the initial condition ρ(0), (ii) the
resulting NESS ρ∞ will be (for complex—say non-integrable and quantum chaotic—
internal dynamics) independent of the details of the bath operators Lk—and will
only depend on thermodynamic bath parameters, such as temperature, magnetization,
chemical potential, etc. Both assumptions have been carefully checked and confirmed in
the numerical simulations which are reported below.

Note that the non-unitary part of evolution L̂B does not preserve the Schmidt
decomposition structure of matrices Asi

i . Nevertheless, for small time steps, this breaking
of orthogonality of Schmidt vectors is small. Therefore, we ‘re-orthogonalize’ the matrices
Asi

i by applying local rotations, recovering the Schmidt decomposition [2, 13], only every
few time steps. We note that [8] originally proposed the idea of using the MPO for time-
dependent solutions of the Lindblad master equation; however it was implemented in a
physically essentially different context of systems with bulk dissipation where each spin
has been monitored by a Lindbladian bath (see also [51]). The fact that the operator
space entanglement is rather small in such a situation is not surprising; neither is the fact
that it cannot be used to describe coherent out-of-equilibrium many-body phenomena.

The goal of the present paper is to test the efficiency of the MPO simulation of NESS
as given by the asymptotic t → ∞ solution of the master equation driven only by the
boundary Lindblad terms, for different (integrable and non-integrable) 1D spin chains,
checking along the way their transport behavior—being for instance that of a normal
(diffusive) conductor, or anomalous transport. One expects that quantum chaotic systems
will display normal conduction [29, 39], that is, they will obey Fourier/Fick/Ohm’s law
in which the current j is proportional to the gradient of a driving field ε, say the local
energy density/temperature (or spin density/magnetization, or particle density/chemical
potential, etc),

j = −κ∇ε. (6)

For such normal conductors the transport properties should not depend on the details
of the baths (assumption (ii) above). On the other hand, for the integrable models the
choice of the baths could play a role. We are going to use two different models of the
baths. In studies of the spin conduction in the Heisenberg model we will use a single-spin
bath while we are going to use a two-spin bath when studying the energy transport in a
quantum chaotic tilted Ising model. The reason for using a two-spin bath is the better
(faster) convergence to NESS with time t and size n, which is probably due to the fact that
the energy density is a two-body operator, while the spin density is a one-body operator.

1 For an exact analysis of such open out-of-equilibrium quantum dynamics for Wigner–Jordan solvable models
see [19, 20].

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2009/02/P02035 6
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2.3. Single-spin bath

When studying the spin (magnetic) transport we are going to couple the first and the
last spin of the chain to a single-spin bath. For simplicity we shall below write only one
part of L̂B pertaining to a given edge spin, with either l = 1 or n, and omitting the index
l. In all our numerical simulations with the single-spin bath we shall take the coupling
strength γ = 1.

There will be two Lindblad operators acting on the spin,

L1 = 1
2

√
Γ+(σx + i σy), L2 = 1

2

√
Γ−(σx − i σy), Γ± =

√
1 ∓ tanhμL,R

1 ± tanhμL,R
. (7)

The stationary state for L̂B constructed from the above operators is ρB =
1/(Γ− + Γ+)diag(Γ+, Γ−) ∝ exp (−μL,Rσz), with the average magnetization tr (ρBσz) =
− tanh μL,R. We stress that this is a stationary state of a single spin in the absence of
Hamiltonian evolution. Parameters μL,R of the left and the right bath, respectively, play
the role of an external thermodynamic potential enforcing a spin density gradient, say
a magnetization of a macroscopic magnet in contact with the edge spin. The matrix
representation of a super-propagator exp (L̂Bτ) in the Pauli basis σα, α = 0, 1, 2, 3, reads

exp (L̂Bτ) =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0
0 e−(Γ++Γ−)τ 0 0
0 0 e−(Γ++Γ−)τ 0

Γ+−Γ−
Γ++Γ−

{1 − e−2(Γ++Γ−)τ} 0 0 e−2(Γ++Γ−)τ

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ . (8)

2.4. Two-spin bath

Here we would like to construct a bath L̂B, i.e. determine the corresponding Lindblad
operators Lk, which produce a given unique stationary state ρB of a pair of spins, e.g. such
that ρB = exp(−h/T )/ tr exp(−h/T ) is a local thermal (Gibbs) state with respect to some
two-spin energy density operator h = h(σs1

1 , σs2
2 ). In all our numerical simulations with

the two-spin bath we shall take the coupling strength γ = 2.
For the description of the methodology we shall assume that ρB is a known but

completely general state given in terms of a 4× 4 matrix. We require that ρB is a unique
eigenvector of L̂B with the corresponding eigenvalue 0, while all the other eigenvalues of
L̂B are negative. We are looking for a set of Lk such that the resulting L̂B will have the
above properties. With the constraints so far, the choice of the Lk is not unique, as we
have fixed only one eigenvector and the corresponding eigenvalue of L̂B. So in addition
we shall require that all other (negative) eigenvalues of L̂B are equal to −1. Such L̂B will

produce the fastest possible convergence to ρB for a given fixed spectral norm of L̂B. Note
that the eigenvalues of such optimized L̂B do not necessarily imply maximal spectral gap
of L̂ with a given bath-coupling strength, though we believe that this provides a good
choice.

Assuming first that ρB = diag(d0, d1, d2, d3) is diagonal one can easily check that the
following set of Lindblad operators Lk:

Lij =

√
dm

32
ri ⊗ rj, i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, m = (i mod 2) + 2 (j mod 2), (9)

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2009/02/P02035 7
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r0 = σx + i σy, r1 = σx − i σy, r2 = 1I + σz, r3 = 1I − σz, (10)

result in L̂diag
B satisfying the above conditions. Note that the above 16 Lindblad operators,

labeled with a double index k = (ij), can in fact be replaced by a set of 15 traceless

operators leading to the same L̂diag
B . In the Pauli basis the only non-zero matrix elements

(Ldiag
B )α,β, α, β ∈ {0, . . . , 15} are (assuming positive di and tr ρB = 1)

(L̂diag
B )α,α = −1, α = 1, . . . , 15,

(L̂diag
B )15,0 = d0 − d1 − d2 + d3,

(L̂diag
B )12,0 = d0 + d1 − d2 − d3,

(L̂diag
B )3,0 = d0 − d1 + d2 − d3.

(11)

Basis states are enumerated in such a way that the least significant bit is the first one,
i.e. corresponding to the left factor in the tensor products (9). Then, to obtain the bath

operators Lk and L̂B for a non-diagonal ρB we write the eigenvalue decomposition of
ρB = V †d V , where d is diagonal and V is unitary. In terms of the diagonal part d we
first obtain the Lindblad super-operator L̂diag

B as described above in (9) and (11) and then
rotate it in the operator space using the transformation R induced by V . Writing the
orthogonal matrix of R in the Pauli basis σα = σα1⊗σα2 we have Rα,β = tr (V †σβ V σα)/4,
giving the final Lindblad propagator

exp (L̂B τ) = RT exp (L̂diag
B τ)R. (12)

3. Spin transport

Here we are going to study the spin transport in the Heisenberg XXZ model with the
Hamiltonian

H =

n−1∑

l=1

(σx
l σx

l+1 + σy
l σ

y
l+1 + Δσz

l σ
z
l+1) +

n∑

l=1

hlσ
z
l . (13)

The first and the last spin will be coupled to a single-spin bath (8). The initial state is
chosen to be a product state ρ(t = 0) ∝ exp (−

∑
l μlσ

z
l ), where μl linearly interpolates

between the left/right bath values μL,R. We find that for times t of the order of several
times n, the state practically converges to NESS ρ∞, the properties of which we are
interested in. In particular, in order to assess the validity of the spin Fick’s law we
are going to calculate the magnetization profile (also referred to as the spin profile),
Sl = tr (σz

l ρ∞), and the local spin current defined as

jl = tr
[
(σx

l σy
l+1 − σy

l σ
x
l+1)ρ∞

]
. (14)

We are going to study three different parameter regimes of the Heisenberg model
corresponding to the qualitatively different nature of many-body dynamics. The
integrableXXZ Heisenberg model in the absence of magnetic field is known to display an
ideal spin conduction for Δ < 1 while it is probably a diffusive (normal) spin conductor
for Δ > 1 [27, 28, 30, 31]. The last statement is quite controversial in the light of the
algebraic integrability of the model [52] so it will be inspected more carefully in the
present paper. As the third case we shall study the spin transport in the XXZ model

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2009/02/P02035 8
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Figure 1. The spin profile (a) and the spin current (b) for the Heisenberg XXZ
model at Δ = 0.5 and bath couplings (7) with μL,R = ±0.22. Data for different
chain lengths n = 16, 20, 32, 64, from green (bright) to black curves, are shown.
With increasing n the spin profile gets flatter—an indication of an ideal spin
conduction, visible also in the independence of the average spin current j on the
chain length n in (b).

with a staggered transverse magnetic field in the regime of quantum chaos, significantly
improving numerical evidence for the conjecture (put forward for the case of heat transport
in [29, 39]) that quantum chaos corresponds to normal diffusive transport (Fourier’s,
Ohm’s or Fick’s law).

3.1. Ideally conducting regime, Δ = 0.5

We will first take Δ = 0.5 and no magnetic field, hl = 0, in order to test the method in
a regime where the Heisenberg model is an ideal spin conductor (having a non-vanishing
Drude weight at any, say infinite temperature [28]). The left and the right bath parameters
are set to μL = 0.22 and μR = −0.22. The results of numerical simulation are shown in
figure 1. One can clearly see that the system is an ideal conductor, that is, it does not
obey the spin Fick’s law because the spin current is found to be proportional to the
magnetization difference and not to its gradient. This is a typical property of completely
integrable systems.

Considering the numerical efficiency of the MPO simulation of NESS, we show in
figure 2 the Schmidt spectrum for a symmetric bipartite cut of NESS and different MPO

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2009/02/P02035 9
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Figure 2. The spectrum of Schmidt coefficients
√

λi for a symmetric bipartite
splitting and different MPO dimensions D = 40, 80, 120 of the NESS in the
Heisenberg model (13) with Δ = 0.5 coupled to two single-spin baths with
μL,R = ±0.22. Full (red) curves are for the chain size n = 64 while dashed
(blue) curves are for n = 20. The dotted line indicates the exponential decay
exp(−i/40). An inset shows the dependence of OSEE S� (5) on n. S� does not
grow appreciably with n, indicating the efficiency of the MPO representation of
NESS.

dimensions D. Numerical data suggest that the tails of the spectra of Schmidt coefficients
decay exponentially. However, as these data are not very robust against changing n or
D, we cannot exclude the possibility of other asymptotic decays. OSEE S� (5) does not
seem to grow with n (although on the basis of the numerics we cannot exclude a very slow
growth) suggesting that the method is efficient, i.e. the computation time is asymptotically
polynomial in n (linear in n if S�(n) converges).

3.2. Normal conductor, Δ = 1.5

On increasing Δ above 1 the Heisenberg model becomes a normal (diffusive) spin
conductor (but not a diffusive heat conductor!) despite its integrability. We take
Δ = 1.5 in the absence of the magnetic field, hl = 0, and a single-spin bath with a
weak driving μL,R = ±0.02 (8) in order to make sure that non-linear transport features
do not obscure the effect. Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that the system is indeed a
normal spin conductor. The spin profiles in NESS are, apart from the boundary effects,
perfectly linear. To reduce the boundary effects we drop the leftmost and the rightmost
two spins when calculating the drop of the magnetization ΔS = Sn−2 − S3, and its
gradient ∇S = ΔS/(n−4). The spin current is clearly proportional to the gradient of the
magnetization ∇S, or for fixed bath data, to ∼1/n; see figure 3(b). Note that the largest
chain size n = 100 is much larger than what has been numerically achievable with other
methods such as various Monte Carlo wavefunction approaches [39, 41, 42].

To show the convergence of ρ(t) to the asymptotic NESS ρ∞ we show in figure 4
the snapshots at different instants of time t of local spin current profiles ji (14) and the
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Figure 3. The spin profiles and the current versus system size in NESS for
the Heisenberg XXZ model at Δ = 1.5 and the bath-coupling parameters
μL,R = ±0.02. Data for different chain lengths n = 16, 32, 64, 100, from green
(bright) to black curves, almost overlap (frame (a)). Apart from the boundary
effects the spin profile is linear, suggesting normal conduction and diffusive
transport. This is confirmed in frame (b), where we show the dependence
of the scaled spin current j/ΔS on the chain length n. The dotted line is
j/ΔS ∼ 1.15/(n − 4), indicating spin ‘Fick’s law’ with the spin conductivity
κ = 1.15.

corresponding spectra of the Schmidt coefficients. Clearly, a tendency towards a uniform
current profile for NESS required by the continuity equation is observed. Perhaps one
would expect non-monotonic convergence of the Schmidt spectra, since for intermediate
times ρ(t) may be plagued by the decay modes which may be more complex to simulate
than NESS. However, interestingly, in our simulations this typically does not happen,
as shown in figure 4(b), and the effective Schmidt rank (or S�) typically monotonically
converges with time t.

The tail of the Schmidt spectrum of NESS decays here (see figure 5 for our highest
resolution data) qualitatively more slowly than for an ideally conducting case (e.g. Δ = 0.5
of figure 2(b)), exhibiting perhaps an asymptotic power law decay,

√
λi ∼ 1/i1.25. Note

that if the Schmidt coefficients decay algebraically as
√

λi ∼ 1/ip with some power p, then

the OSEE S� converges to its exact value for D → ∞ as S�
D=∞ − S�

D ∼ log2 (D)/D2p−1.
For our p ≈ 1.25 this would mean a very slow ∼ log2 (D)/D1.5 convergence of S�. Since
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Figure 4. Convergence with time of the spin current profiles (dependence of
the local current ji on the lattice site i; frame (a)), and the convergence of the
corresponding Schmidt spectra (frame (b)), for the Heisenberg XXZ model at
Δ = 1.5 (the case of figure 3) and for size n = 40. Snapshots at times as indicated
in the figures are shown. We use D = 40 for t = 2, 4, 10, D = 60 for t = 20,
and D = 80 for later times. Note that the Schmidt spectra converge much more
quickly than the current profiles. The dotted line in (b) indicates a power law
decay, i−1.25.

we are limited to relatively small dimensions, of order D ∼ 100, we are here not able to
assess whether S� saturates with n or not.

3.3. Normal conductor, Δ = 0.5, and staggered transverse field

Here we are going to take the Heisenberg model (13) with Δ = 0.5 and staggered transverse
magnetic field, h2l+1 = 0 and h2l = −1/2. We use the bath parameters μL,R = ±0.1.
We have checked that for these parameter values the spectrum of the Hamiltonian (13)
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Figure 5. The spectrum of Schmidt coefficients
√

λi of NESS (at convergence
time t = 250) for a symmetric bipartite cut of the Heisenberg XXZ model at
Δ = 1.5. The MPO dimension is D = 120 and the spin chain length n = 64. The
dotted line indicates a power law decay i−1.25, with finite size effects setting in
when i ≈ D.

exhibits the characteristics of quantum chaos, i.e. the energy level spacing distribution
agrees with universal predictions of random matrix theory with no free parameters, so
the spin conduction is expected to be normally diffusive and to obey Fick’s law. The
results shown in figure 6 clearly confirm this expectation, namely the spin density profiles
are linear, and the spin current decays as ∝1/n. Note that this figure is very similar to
figure 3 for the diffusive–integrable case with Δ = 1.5; a subtle difference may be that
now the boundary effects seem to be stronger. We have thus dropped border 5 spins at
each end of a chain when calculating the spin drop ΔS = Sn−5 − S6 and the gradient
∇S = ΔS/(n − 10).

The tail of the Schmidt spectrum shown in figure 7 seems to decay even more slowly
now,

√
λi ∼ 1/i0.80, making the simulation harder than in both integrable cases without

the magnetic field. This is consistent with the previous observations in MPO simulations
of long time evolution in the Heisenberg picture [17].

Useful information about the accuracy of NESS can also be obtained by computing
the total truncation error per time step τ , for long times at the end of simulation. For
example, for the case treated in figure 7, this truncation error is 3 × 10−4, whereas in all
other cases studied in this paper it has been smaller.

4. Energy transport

As the last test we are going to study the heat conductivity in the Ising model placed in
a tilted magnetic field, the tilted Ising model for short, with the Hamiltonian

H =

n−1∑

l=1

hl,l+1, hl,l+1 = −2σz
l σ

z
l+1 + 1

2
(hxσ

x
l + hzσ

z
l ) + 1

2
(hxσ

x
l+1 + hzσ

z
l+1), (15)
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Figure 6. Spin profile (frame (a)) for the quantum chaotic Heisenberg XXZ
model at Δ = 0.5 in a staggered transverse field hl = (0,−0.5, 0,−0.5, . . .).
Data for chain lengths n = 20, 30, 40, 80, from green (bright) to black curves,
are shown. Apart from the boundary effects the spin profile is linear, suggesting
normal diffusive spin conduction. This is confirmed in frame (b), where we show
the dependence of the scaled average spin current j/ΔS on n. The dotted line is
j/ΔS ∼ 18.0/(n−10), indicating ‘Fick’s law’ with the spin conductivity κ = 18.0.

with hx = 3.375 and hz = 2. For these parameters the system is quantum chaotic (see
e.g. [39]), and displays a normal heat conduction [39, 41]; however, previous simulations
were limited to system sizes n ≤ 20. For studies of heat transport in other quantum
chaotic systems see also [29, 40]. The local energy current is in this case

jl = 2hx tr
[
(σz

l−1σ
y
l − σy

l σ
z
l+1)ρ∞

]
. (16)

When we used the single-spin bath (8) the convergence of the local energy current to a
homogeneous site-independent value expected for NESS was rather slow, meaning that
the spectral gap of the quantum Liouville operator L̂ is inconveniently small for such a
bath model. Therefore, we rather used a two-spin bath (12) for which these effects are
smaller. We set the temperature of the left bath to TL = 20 and of the right bath to
TR = 30.

Since in an out-of-equilibrium system the definition of local temperature may not be
completely unambiguous we have, instead of looking at the temperature profile, computed
the energy density profile εl = tr ρ∞hl,l+1. As discussed in [39], the energy density
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Figure 7. Spectrum of Schmidt coefficients
√

λi of NESS (at convergence time
t = 200) for a symmetric bipartite cut of the quantum chaotic Heisenberg model
in a staggered field. The MPO dimension is D = 150 and size n = 50. The
dotted line indicates a power law decay, i−0.80.

uniquely determines the temperature in the equilibrium (thermal) state and it can also
be used as a good measure of local temperature out of (but not too far from) equilibrium.

The boundary effects seen in figure 8 are again relatively strong. Because of these, and
because we kept TL,R—which is a ‘non-interacting temperature’ of a two-spin system—
fixed for all n, the actual local temperature varies slightly with n. In figure 8(a) we
therefore appropriately shifted individual energy profiles in the vertical direction in order
to obtain scaled overlapping curves. To decrease finite size effects at the boundaries we
dropped border 4 spins when calculating the energy difference ΔE or the energy density
gradient ∇E = ΔE/(n − 9) (figure 8).

Taking all of this into account, we have confirmed Fourier’s law of heat conduction
j = κΔE/(n − 9), where ΔE was the energy density difference between (5, 6) spins and
(n − 5, n − 4) spins, with an excellent numerical accuracy for 10 ≤ n ≤ 100.

We have also looked (figure 9) at the tail of the spectrum of the Schmidt coefficients
which is again consistent with a power law decay, namely the data are best fitted with√

λi ∝ i−0.72.

5. Summary and discussion

In the present paper we have demonstrated numerical simulation of NESS for strongly
but locally interacting open quantum systems in 1D in terms of the MPO ansatz. We
have considered the most difficult case where the dynamics in the bulk is fully coherent
(Hamiltonian), and dissipation (coupling to the baths) takes place only at the boundary
(the ends of the chain). In this setting we have been able to confirm the laws of
diffusive transport, such as Fourier’s law of heat conduction and (the spin) Fick’s law
for spin conduction, in the cases where the underlying model is strongly non-integrable
and displays the features of quantum chaos, or even when it is integrable but all the
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Figure 8. Local energy density profiles in NESS for the quantum chaotic tilted
Ising model (15). Data for chain lengths n = 20, 32, 50, 64, 100, from green
(bright) to black curves, almost overlap (frame (a)). Apart from the boundary
effects the energy density profile is linear, suggesting normal heat conduction.
This is confirmed in frame (b), where we show the dependence of the scaled
energy current j/ΔE on n. The dotted line is j/ΔE ∼ 5.5/(n − 9), indicating
the Fourier law behavior with the conductivity κ = 5.5.

conserved quantities are irrelevant for the transporting current, like in the case of spin
conduction in the Ising-like Heisenberg XXZ chain. The main purpose of our paper
was to demonstrate that such simulations were now possible for system sizes of order of
n = 100 1/2 spins, which is considerably larger than with the competing methods (usually
based on Monte Carlo wavefunction techniques, where at present only n ≈ 20 is reachable
for fully out-of-equilibrium simulations).

As for the quantitative analysis of the efficiency of the MPO ansatz for NESS, we
have analyzed the spectrum of the Schmidt decomposition for the worst-case (half–half)
bipartition of the chain, when treating the density matrix of NESS as an element of the
Hilbert space of operators. It is shown that the entanglement in such an operator space
is clearly related to the efficiency of classical simulations of NESS.

Summarizing these results, we have found that completely integrable and ideally
conducting cases, in our example the XY -like Heisenberg XXZ chain (|Δ| < 1), are
easiest to simulate since there the tail of the spectrum of Schmidt coefficients decays
fastest, perhaps exponentially, so the MPO of a rather modest matrix dimension gives a
good description of NESS.
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Figure 9. The spectrum of Schmidt coefficients
√

λi of NESS (at convergence
time t = 500) for a symmetric bipartite cut of the quantum chaotic tilted Ising
model (for the case of figure 8). The MPO dimension is D = 150 and size n = 50.
The dotted line indicates a power law decay, i−0.72.

For still integrable systems, but for which all the conservation laws are irrelevant to the
transporting current in NESS, such as the Ising-like Heisenberg XXZ chain (|Δ| > 1), we
have found qualitatively poorer efficiency, namely, there the tails of the Schmidt spectrum
appear to exhibit power law tails

√
λi ∝ i−1.25.

Finally, for non-integrable systems in the regime of quantum chaos, the efficiency of
simulation appears again poorer than in the integrable cases above (in our examples we
have looked into the Heisenberg XXZ chain in a staggered transverse field, and the Ising
spin chain in a tilted magnetic field). Namely, there we have found algebraically decaying
tails of the Schmidt spectrum

√
λi ∝ i−p with the power p ∈ [0.7, 0.8].

On the basis of our results, we also conclude that zero-temperature (ground state)
properties of the system, whether critical or gapped, do not influence far-from-equilibrium
properties of NESS.
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